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Dear Peta 

I was impressed and gratified to note your statement of editorial intent, and which was that you 

believed it was important that the Jewish Report should not be used as vehicle to attack members of the 

community, and more importantly that both sides of the story should be told i.e. the subject of the 

report should be afforded an opportunity - obviously in advance of any publication - to comment and 

present his or her side of the story. 

This coming after a relentless malicious and false series of articles by Mr. Ant Kazs whose rambling vitriol 

does the Jewish report a disservice. 

Therefore I would have expected to have been afforded an opportunity of commenting in advance on 

Katz's intended publication, but as was the case under the previous editor Vanessa Valkin, this was not 

the case. 

My wife, who having lived through it for the past six years, and was arrested corruptly on the 

instructions of Discovery's attorney George van Niekerk, is fully aware of the true facts of the relentless 

vendetta which has been waged against me, my son and our law practice by Discovery and its proxy's 

since 2010, which include Mr Anthony Millar, Anthony Kilroy Beamish and A.Katz. 

In fact Millar maliciously and heartlessly set both her and my daughter up when he sent the Sheriff of 

the Court to our home, with instructions to immediately remove my wife's 30 year old furniture from 

our home. He then orchestrated his arrival at our home with his assistant, who then proceeded to video 

my 69 year old wife's and daughter and anguish. He then proceeded to distribute the video to various 

lackey media channels which gleefully published same, as indeed did the Jewish Report to its eternal 

discredit. 

I will be sending you a detailed response to Katz's two previous articles, but in the meantime I would 

urge you to take time to read the information on my website Bobroffronald.com, much of which 

emanates from the mouths of our clients, and from the Law Society of the Northern Provinces before it 

was hijacked by Discovery and its attorneys in October 2015, and thereafter successfully used as a pawn 

to succeed in the fulfilment of the publically uttered threats by Discovery's Jeff Kats that "no matter 

what it takes or costs we (Discovery) will destroy you". 
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In anticipation of my comments and Katz's false allegation that I failed the examinations I sat for the 

Israeli Bar, I am attaching hereto the certificate I received from the Israeli Baer on the 2nd February 

1988, after I had successfully written and passed all the substantive examinations required to requalify 

as an Israeli Advocate, with only the Hebrew examination still to be undertaken. 

These examinations were organised by the South African Zionist Federation in 1987, and the lectures 

and examinations were conducted at the H.O.D centre in Orchards. Due to the language difficulty only 

three of the 65 South African lawyers who wrote the exam actually made Aliyah - Chappynochumson, 

Ezra Hirschman (ex Werksmans),and one other whose name escapes me. 

Chappy is employed by TEVA in Israel. 

 

Sincerely 

 

Ronald. 

  


